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ABSTRACT

H-N oscillation in SO(lO) and SU(6) S.G.U.M. is considered. We

find a nev type of diagram leading to a faster oscillation rate than In

non-supersymroetric case. It is also noted that in S0(10) S.G.U.M. with

intermediate SU(lt),, * SU(2)T x SU(g) symmetry N-N oscillation would be
0 L tt

highly suppressed, which may not necessarily be the case fdr 3U(6) S.G.U.M.
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Recently there has been interest in extending the ordinary G.U.M.

(grand unified models) to the supersymmetric ones [l]. The main motivation for

this is the fact that S.G.U.M. (supersymmetric grand unified model)

partially solves the gauge hierarchy problem which, so far, has teen

unavoidable in the ordinary G.U.M. (We are here referring to the non-

renormaliaation theorem which is characteristic of the supersymmetric

theories. ) Supersymmetry or the notion of fermion-boson equivalence is a

far-fetched concept and has no phenomenological support at the present time.

In this paper however without any such support we would like to discuss one

phenomenon S.G.U.M. provides as an interesting possibility. The subject is

H-N oscillation [2] in SO(lO) [3] - and SU(6) [1+] - S.G.U.M. N-N oscillation

has been discussed in the non-supersymmetric context. If observed N-N

oscillation would assume as important a place in particle physics as proton

decay would, since they both prove that the baryon and lepton number are not

conserved and will support the idea of grand unification. In S0(l0) - and

SU(6) - S.G.U.M. there exist new types of diagrams which lead to N-I

oscillation. This is due to the fact that in supersymmetric theory each

ordinary multiplet is accompanied ~bj its supersymmetric partner. In fact

the situation is much the same as in proton decay [5] diagram in S.G.U.M.

There, due to the presence of Higgs fermions which are supersymmetric partners

of the ordinary Higgs bosons, a new kind of baryon number non-conserving

diagram exists and it has dimension five, one less than in ordinary G.U.M.

That the dimension five operator exists and would lead to too fast a proton

decay was initially thought to be a signal against S.G.U.M. However a more

detailed analysis [6] with renarmalization effects taken into account seens

to have saved S.G.U.M. for the disaster. A natural question to ask then

in our context is; Vhat happens to N-N oscillation in S.G.U.M.? To discuss

the problem we take two examples, S0(lO) and SU(6) B.G.U.M. which as we

shall see later provide different possibilities.

In the next section we describe H-tf oscillation diagrams. In

Sec.Ill and Sec.IV four E0(10) and SU(6) S.G.U.M. are introduced. Sec.V

is devoted to estimating the N-ff oscillation rate.

* To be submitted for publication.
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II. H-H OSCILLATION DIAGRAMS

As is the case for proton decay [5] S.G.U.M. provides a new kind of

diagrams which lead to U-N oscillation and has a lower dimension than its

non-supersymmetric counterpart. One naturally expects its existence by

comparing the way operators are formed in G.U.M. and in S..G.U.M. as shown

below

G.U.M. S.G.U.M.

Proton decay •Wt

dim 6 dim 5

H-N oscillation

(2.1)
dim 9 dim T

where ip, * and F denote a fermion multiplet, chiral super field and F-

e omponent, respe ct i vely.

Figs.l, 2 and 3 are dimension seven operators that we find in S.G.U.M.

I t '
I I '
I I I

Fig.1

i

Fig. Z Fig,3

scalar fermion

Out of these ve can form N-S oscillation diagrams (Figs.4, 5 and 6). (Hote

that in counting the dimension we neglect external mass insertions.)

Of course there are also dimension eight operators. Being of higher

dimension we do not consider them.
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A rough estioate for M-H oscillation gives us

Fig.lt

Fig. 5 Af3 nf6

Fig.6 ~ tk m-k m"1
(2.a)

where X , ft ra and m denote scalar and Yukawa couplings, scalar and

fermion masses, respectively. Fig.5 is the diagram which is present also in

the ordinary G.U.M. Therefore we shall not discuss it here. The process

in Fig.lt is relatively suppressed if m(fermion) « m(scalar) and f << 1

which is usually the case. Thus we regard Fig.6 as a dominant process and

investigate it more closely in the explicit examples below.

III. S0(10) S.G.U.M.

We may construct two different models depending on how M-H oscillation

diagram is formed, A in Fig,7 is contained in 126 but not in 10 of

SO(1O). On the other hand, A in Fig.8 is found in 10.

ddd

Fig. 7

Axxt,

Fig-8
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Model I
A model which contains the diagram of Fig.T can he constructed by

introducing the following supermiltiplets.

*1(*16' *16' V •

* V V '

V+ifi- *I6' ?l

(3.1)

where numbers l6, 1*5, 126, 5h denote the dimensions of representations, F

and D are auxiliary fields and ordinary matter fields and gauge tiosons are

contained in * and *2 respectively.

The essential Yukawa couplings in this model are:

f *16#16*126- f'*i6*i6*i26

s *lfi V *126 ' s *i£ \ 5 *16

* "126 Alt5 9126 '

Further, we note that the model provides the scalar self coupling

X *16 *l6 *126 *126

Therefore we obtain H-H oscillation diagram in this model

(3 .2 )

(3 .3 )

We assume the •breaking of S0(10) down to SU(!*)_ * SU(2)T x 3U(2)_
v L R

at. the mass scale VL ty * ̂  and further down to SU(3) K SU(2) * V(.X)~

by t , at the scale M which are not fixed for the moment. The last

breaking down to SUC(3) « U(l) may "be achieved by ^ g . As for super-

symmetry we assume it to be broken at a\>out 1 lev for the sake of maintaining

the hierarchy involving three different mass scales in this model.

In this model it is easy to see that H-H oscillation is enhanced

when the intermediate fermions are g (= gluino), v (= wino) and B t= Taino),

since they are the lightest particles in ^ c - They are expected to acquire

some small mass when the supersymmetry is broken.

Model 2

Another model associated with Fig.8 consists of

•l (<V *16> V >

*2
 CV5- V V *

*3 %h> V' V '

" *1O- Fl0) •

Explicitly, S-S oscillation diagram in this model is

<«£

Fig.10

Fig. 9



IV. SU(6) S.G.U.M.

Although H-5 oscillation was first discussed in SU(1»). X SU(2}T t SU{2),

model and its grand unified version SO(lO) model it is also found in SU(U)

models. Therefore we may look for their supersymmetric extension. As an

example we describe SU(6) S.G.U.M. SU(6) [h] model has been proposed to

achieve both the significant rate for ti-N oscillation and sizeable baryon

number assymmetry. They pointed out, referring to SU(U)_ X SU(2l x SU(2)

model, the left-right symmetry surviving down to -vlO GeV would make it

difficult to explain the observed baryon number asymmetry. To avoid the

difficulty they resort to chiral model and suggest the following breaking

pattern:

H35 H35
SU(6) -• SU(5)xU(l}' -*-

H,

(h.l)

where NL , M and M ; denote breaking mass scales and !!„, H' and H - denote

the 3calar multiplets responsible for the breakings.

The supersymmetric.extension of SU(6) model would be done by

introducing the following mutliplets:

*i= (H5' *S' V '

*2 = (H5> V V '

(H21> *21-

' V
*6 = (H35.

*7 " (H35'

where 4_ is a vector superfield and all others are chiral superfields.

Ordinary fennions are contained in * , * and * . This is a one-family

model. As for the breaking of SU(6) ve assume that the same breaking as

above is realized. We note that the breaking of U(l)' is also responsible

for N-S oscillation.
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In SU(6) S.G.U.M. N-M oscillation diagram is as shown in Fig.11

Fig. 1

v. ESTIMATK OF H-H OSCILLATION RATE

Nov we come to the evaluation of the M-B oscillation rate in the

three S.G.U.M, we mentioned. To have a precise estimate of N-N oscillation

rate we umat know all the parameters such as di-quark scalar mass, Yukava

coupling, gauge coupling and gauge fermion mass. And with the presence of

many scalar multiplets it is hard to fix them. However without going through

the detailed analysis of the potential we would naturally expect that di-

quark scalar mass does not exceed the mass scale at which an associated '

symmetry breaking takes place. Likewise the gauge fermion mass would not

be larger than H , the scale at which supersymmetry is broken. Under this

setting we obtain a lower limit on N-fl oscillation rate for all three models

mAms

(5-1)

where f and g are, respectively, Yukawa and gauge couplings. In contrast,

in non-supersymmetric models we have

(5.2)
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Since we reasonably expect f << g,
<•>

% 1 and m « m, the conclusion
s A

is that N-N oscillation in S.G.U.H. takes place at a much faster rate than

in ordinary G.U.M. If m^ is /vio' Gev as was initially hoped, and if

S.G.U.M. is correct we should be observing N-N oscillation. Here unlike in

the case of proton decay^enormalization effect would not help since its

effect on H-H oscillation operator is expected to be negligible. (It has

been shown to be true for non-supersymmetric case [7].) This, however,

does not imply that S.G.U.M. is wrong. We have tentatively assumed that m.

is as small as 10 . Gev. As stated before, di-quark scalar mass is

closely related to the breaking of the internal symmetry. In the case of

SU(6) S.G.U.M. it is related to the breaking of U(l)' (see Eq..(lt.l)) and in

SO(10) S.G.U.M..with the breaking of SU(2) . Thus it is reasonable to

expect that m is of the order of M (E4. (l*.l)) or M . Therefore we

may try to fix M and M . To do so we may look at the effect of changing

M' and M- on the effective coupling constants of SU(3L * SU(2), * U(l)v.1 £ C L 1

As is more or less obvious in the case of SU(6) S.G.U.M. changing M* would

slightly affect the prediction of"the coupling constants since the U(l)'

we are concerned with is not part of SU(3) * SU(2) * U(l)v . M remains

to be arbitrary. On the other hand, SU(2) in 50(10) S.G.U.M. is part of

the electric charge operator and thus changing M^ does affect the result.

In fact it has been shown that both in ordinary G.U.M. and S.G.U.M. M should

not be less than " 1 0 1 0 Gev [8], Then N-N oscillation in S0(lO) S.G.U.M

with intermediate SU(U)_ * SU(2) x SU{2)_ will be highly suppressed if

1, -v Mm . (This suggests that it would be better to look at the other type

SU(5) x U(l)' + S U O ) - x SU(2)
•4 - M 2
of breaking t SO(XO) • uu\j/ -• u\J./ • u^\_>/« •- ̂ ^\*-/j

x SU(2)r x U(l) v to have a sizeable N-H oscillation rate in S0(10) S.G.U.M.)

In the case of SU(6) S.G.U.M. the arbitrariness of M and thus

a better chance of producing a close to observable N-H oscillation rate.

We believe the situation is much the same in other chiral-like SU(H) models

and their supersymmetric extension.

m provides
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